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We used high-speed optogenetic mapping technol-
ogy to examine the spatial organization of local inhib-
itory circuits formed by cerebellar interneurons.
Transgenic mice expressing channelrhodopsin-2
exclusively in molecular layer interneurons allowed
us to focally photostimulate these neurons, while
measuring resulting responses in postsynaptic Pur-
kinje cells. This approach revealed that interneurons
converge upon Purkinje cells over a broad area and
that at least seven interneurons form functional syn-
apses with a single Purkinje cell. The number of
converging interneurons was reduced by treatment
with gap junction blockers, revealing that electrical
synapses between interneurons contribute substan-
tially to the spatial convergence. Remarkably, gap
junction blockers affected convergence in sagittal
slices, but not in coronal slices, indicating a sagittal
bias in electrical coupling between interneurons.
We conclude that electrical synapse networks
spatially coordinate interneurons in the cerebellum
and may also serve this function in other brain
regions.
INTRODUCTION
g-Aminobutyric acid (GABA)ergic interneurons located in the
molecular layer provide inhibitory inputs to Purkinje cells (PCs),Cthe sole output neurons of the cerebellar cortex (Eccles et al.,
1967; Palay andChan-Palay, 1974).Molecular layer interneurons
(MLIs) traditionally are divided into two types, basket and stellate
cells, although these may be a single type of neuron that differ in
their target location: stellate cells innervating PC dendrites and
basket cells innervating PC somata and forming ‘‘pinceau’’
structures at the PC axon initial segment (King et al., 1993; Sultan
and Bower, 1998; Bower, 2010).
MLIs cause lateral inhibition via sagittal extensions of their
axons (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974). This lateral inhibition is
thought to play an important role in coordination of motor
behavior by shaping the temporal and spatial pattern of PC acti-
vation (Cohen and Yarom, 2000; Dunbar et al., 2004; Gao et al.,
2006). The actions of MLIs can also provide feedforward inhibi-
tion (Mittmann et al., 2005) that regulates PC activation in
response to granule cell input (Gao et al., 2006; Santamaria
et al., 2007; Bower, 2010; Dizon and Khodakhah, 2011).
The functional organization of the circuits formed by MLIs is
not clear. MLIs outnumber PCs by a factor of ten, suggesting a
high degree of convergence (Korbo et al., 1993). Anatomical
studies indicate that a single PC is contacted by three to seven
basket cell axons, though only one to two of these form synap-
ses within the pinceau structure (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974;
Somogyi and Ha´mori, 1976). In addition, MLIs are often con-
nected to each other through chemical and/or electrical synap-
ses that could influence information flow between MLIs and
PCs (Mann-Metzer and Yarom, 1999; Mittmann et al., 2005;
Alcami and Marty, 2013). Although traditional electrophysiolog-
ical recordings can reveal the function of each of these connec-
tions, such measurements provide limited information about the
spatial organization of these circuits. As a result, it remainsell Reports 7, 1601–1613, June 12, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 1601
unclear precisely how many MLIs functionally converge upon a
postsynaptic PC and how this convergence is spatially orga-
nized within the molecular layer.
Here, we have visualized the functional organization of these
inhibitory circuits by an optimized optogenetic mapping tech-
nique (Wang et al., 2007; Petreanu et al., 2007). With this
approach, we could quantify the spatial range and degree of
convergence between MLIs and PCs. We also identified a role
for electrical synapses in organizing MLIs into spatially struc-
tured clusters that amplify the degree of convergence between
MLIs and PCs and thereby increase the amount of lateral and
feedforward inhibition. Remarkably, these clusters are spatially
biased and are oriented in the sagittal plane. These findings pro-
vide features for future computational models of these local
circuits (Medina and Mauk, 2000; Santamaria et al., 2007) and
suggest a general role for electrical synapses in spatial coordina-
tion of interneurons.
RESULTS
Selective Expression of Channelrhodopsin in Cerebellar
Interneurons
To selectively photostimulate MLIs, we engineered bacterial arti-
ficial chromosome (BAC) transgenic mice expressing channelr-
hodopsin-2 (ChR2; Zhao et al., 2011) under the control of the
neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) promoter (Figure S1A).
These transgenic mice were viable and had no obvious anatom-
ical or behavioral deficits. To determine the location of ChR2
expression, we imaged yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) fused
to the ChR2 (Figure S1B). There was high expression of ChR2-
YFP in the molecular layer of the cerebellum, but not in the
granule cell layer (Figure S1C). At higher magnification, ChR2-
YFPwas evident in the plasmamembrane of somata of individual
MLIs (Figure S1D, arrows) and was prominent in both axonal
pericellular baskets around PC somas (Figure S1D) and pinceau
terminals that envelop the axon hillock of PCs (Figure S1D,
arrowheads).
Within the cerebellar cortex, both MLIs and PCs were labeled
by antibodies directed against GAD67, a marker for GABAergic
neurons (Figures S1E–S1G). GAD67-positive MLIs were readily
identified by their smaller cell bodies and their location within
the molecular layer. At postnatal day 31 (P31), 87.2% ± 1.9%
(n = 3) of MLIs exhibiting cytoplasmic GAD67 staining also
were positive for ChR2-YFP, and a similar value (88.7%; n = 1)
was determined in an adult (P150) mouse. Conversely, ChR2-
YFP was never observed in the PCs.
To examine whether the ChR2-YFP was functional, we made
electrophysiological recordings from 52 MLIs in cerebellar slices
from transgenic mice (P23–P33). Among these MLIs, 45 fired
action potentials in response to the light spots used in our opto-
genetic circuit-mapping experiments (see below). This corre-
sponds to 87% photostimulation efficacy and matches the
87%–89% of MLIs expressing ChR2 determined from histology.
There was no difference between the electrical properties of
ChR2-positive and ChR2-negative MLIs (Table S1). We also
made recordings from five granule cells and found that even light
spots 10-fold brighter than those used for mapping (see below)
did not evoke action potentials in these cells (see also Heiney1602 Cell Reports 7, 1601–1613, June 12, 2014 ª2014 The Authorset al., 2014). Thus, ChR2 was preferentially expressed in the
MLIs of these mice, and this allowed us to exclusively photosti-
mulate MLIs.
Photostimulation of Cerebellar Interneurons
We further assessed optogenetic control of MLIs by illuminating
sagittal cerebellar slices over a broad area (0.23 mm2) while
recording MLI responses. Illumination (465–495 nm) reliably
evoked action potentials in MLIs from mice 2–4 weeks old or
older (Figure 1A), due to light-induced currents associated with
ChR2 activation (Figure S2A; Wang et al., 2007). Increasing light
intensity increased action potential frequency (Figure 1A), with
half-maximal responses observed at a luminance of 0.75 ±
0.08 mW/mm2 in 2- to 4-week-old mice (Figure 1B). Photostimu-
lation evoked more action potentials in older animals (Figure 1B),
due at least in part to increased ChR2 expression (Figure S2B).
Brief (5 ms), low-frequency flashes reliably evoked action poten-
tials in MLIs from mice of all ages (Figure S2C). At higher fre-
quencies of photostimulation, the roll-off frequency was 45 Hz
in 2- to 4-week-old mice, whereas MLIs from 12-week-old
mice responded to even higher-frequency flashes (Figure S2D).
ChR2-mediated circuit mapping requires focal photostimula-
tion of presynaptic neurons. For this purpose, small (approxi-
mately 1 mm diameter in the focal plane) spots of laser light
(405 nm, 4ms) were scanned throughout the slice. The dye-filled
MLIs in Figure 1C can be identified as a basket cell because its
axons have terminal basket structures (arrows). When the laser
spot was positioned over its cell body, an action potential was
elicited (position 2, Figure 1D), whereas light-induced depolar-
izations were smaller at other locations (such as positions 1
or 3). By correlating the amplitude of responses with the location
of the light spot that elicited them, we could map the light sensi-
tivity of the MLIs (Wang et al., 2007; Schoenenberger et al.,
2008). In Figure 1D, locations that elicited an action potential
are shown in red, whereas locations eliciting subthreshold
(or no) responses are not color coded. Superimposing this
map upon the structure of the basket cell (Figure 1E) makes clear
that action potentials were evoked only when the light spot was
near the soma.
We refer to the area over which light was capable of evoking
action potentials as the ‘‘optical footprint.’’ MLI optical footprint
size depended upon laser power: higher power increased the
optical footprint (Figure S3A), due to the brighter light spots acti-
vatingmore ChR2 (Schoenenberger et al., 2008). To optimize the
spatial resolution, we used the lowest laser power (0.54mW) that
reliably elicited action potentials when the light spot was focused
on the cell bodies of ChR2-expressing MLIs. Under these ‘‘min-
imal photostimulation’’ conditions, the median area of MLI opti-
cal footprints (n = 59) was 5.53 103 mm2 (Figure 1F). This median
area can be approximated by a circle with a radius of 42 mm, indi-
cating that the spatial resolution of MLI photostimulation was
approximately 42 mm under our conditions.
In the example shown in Figure 1E, light spots only evoked
action potentials when positioned over the cell body or proximal
dendrite of the basket cell. To determine whether this was a gen-
eral feature of ‘‘minimally photostimulated’’ MLIs, we examined
the spatial overlap between optical footprints and axons in a sub-
set of 15 dye-filled MLIs whose axons could be clearly resolved
Figure 1. Photostimulation of MLIs
(A) Light-evoked changes in membrane potential (Vm) in ChR2-expressing
MLIs. Action potential frequency increased with increasing light intensity.
(B) Relationship between light intensity and frequency of light-evoked action
potentials (AP) inMLIs from transgenic mice of different ages. Curves are fits of
the Hill equation. Data represent mean ± SEM. P12, n = 8; 2–4 weeks, n = 18;
12 weeks, n = 8.
(C) Structure of a basket cell in the molecular layer (ML) filled with Alexa 594
dye via a patch pipette (right). Arrows indicate basket structures formed by the
neuron in the PC layer (PCL).
(D) Scanning a laser light spot across the brain slice, while simultaneously
measuring membrane potential changes (yellow) in the ChR2-expressing
basket cell, revealed locations where photostimulation evoked action poten-
tials in the basket cell. Red indicates the locationswhere action potentials were
induced, and the sum of these is the optical footprint of the basket cell.
Numbers indicate positions where photoresponses shown at right were
evoked, and bar below traces indicates light flash timing.
Cover a substantial length (FiguresS3BandS3C).Onaverage, light
spots evoked action potentials along only 28.2% ± 5.5% of the
pixels overlying axons, and these pixels were all adjacent to
MLI somata. The half-width of the distribution of sensitive axonal
pixels was 41 mm away from the cell body (Figure 1G), which
closely corresponds to the 42 mm spatial resolution of photosti-
mulation. Thus, it appears that action potentials generated
when light spots are focused on axonal regions near the cell
body arise from somatic photostimulation, presumably because
the somatic region has a larger surface area and, thus, more
ChR2 available for activation within the light beam. Because illu-
mination ofMLI axons does not generate action potentials during
‘‘minimal photostimulation,’’ we could use light-induced post-
synaptic responses to locate MLI cell bodies/proximal dendrites
in the circuit-mapping experiments described next.
Mapping the Spatial Organization of Local Inhibitory
Circuits
Photostimulation of MLIs over a broad area (0.23 mm2) of the
slice inhibited action potential firing in PCs (Figure 2A), due to
light-induced inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) in the
PCs (Figure S2E). Inhibition of PC firing increased with light
intensity, with half-maximal inhibition observed at 0.15 ±
0.01 mW/mm2 (Figures 2B and S2F). This increase in inhibition
presumably was caused by more MLIs firing at higher light levels
(Figure 1B). Inhibitory responses were blocked by the GABAA re-
ceptor antagonist, bicuculline (n = 9; Figure S2E), as expected for
the inhibitory synapse between MLIs and PCs. Responses to
light were never observed in bicuculline-treated PCs, confirming
the absence of ChR2 expression in PCs.
To map the spatial organization of local inhibitory circuits
between MLIs and PCs, we scanned the ‘‘minimal photostimu-
lation’’ laser light spot (0.54 mW) in sagittal slices while corre-
lating light spot location with the amplitude of resulting IPSCs
in PCs (Wang et al., 2007; Petreanu et al., 2007). In the example
shown in Figure 2C, light-evoked IPSCs were observed in
discrete regions over a width of approximately 300 mm within
the molecular layer (Figure 2C1). Comparison of this map to
the structure of the postsynaptic PC (Figure 2C2) indicates
that some IPSCs were elicited at locations within the PC den-
dritic field, whereas others were evoked well beyond the PC
(Figure 2C3).
Occasionally, responses could be observed when the light
spot was not in the molecular layer. In some of these cases,
MLIs apparently were photostimulated when the light spot was(E) Merger of basket cell image in (C) and optical footprint in (D) reveals that
action potentials were evoked around the cell body and main dendritic region
of the basket cell. Arrows indicate the terminal basket structures of basket cell
axons.
(F) Cumulative probability distribution of MLI optical footprint areas. Areas of
optical footprints were measured in either cell-attached recordings (black
circles) or whole-cell recordings (red circles). Median optical footprint area
(dashed lines) was 5.5 3 103 mm2 (n = 59).
(G) Probability of overlap between axon and optical footprint (area where the
light spots evoked action potentials in MLIs) over the distance of axon from cell
body (n = 15). The light spots evoked action potentials only over axonal regions
that are near the cell body. Data are fit with aGaussian function (red curve), and
half-width at half-maximum probability was 41 mm (dashed line).
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Figure 2. Photostimulation Mapping of Local Inhibitory Circuits
(A) Optogenetic control ofMLI-PC synapses. Photostimulation of MLIs (middle trace) inhibited firing of a PC (top trace), whichwas depolarized by current injection
(bottom trace).
(B) Relationship between light intensity and degree of inhibition of PC firing (n = 8). Data represent mean ± SEM.
(C) Photostimulation mapping of presynaptic ChR2-expressing MLIs. ‘‘1,’’ locations are shown where a laser light spot evoked IPSCs in a PC. Examples of light-
evoked IPSCs are shown as yellow traces below. Bar above traces indicates time of light flash. ‘‘2,’’ an image of a PC filled with Alexa 549 dye is shown. ML,
molecular layer; PCL, PC layer; GCL, granule cell layer. ‘‘3,’’ merger of map in (C1) and image in (C2) shows the spatial relationship between the postsynaptic PC
and its presynaptic inputs. IPSC amplitude is indicated by the pseudocolor scale shown below.
(D) Three examples of PC inhibitory input maps. IPSC amplitude was normalized relative to the largest response measured in each cell and is indicated by the
scale shown below. Images of dye-filled PCs are superimposed in white.
(E) Spatial distribution of inhibitory inputs was obtained by aligning many input maps (n = 39) and averaging the probability of evoking IPSCs at a given location
(scale at right) across the maps. PC somata are shown in white, and sagittal plane of the molecular layer runs from left to right.
(F) A line scan (black points) along the sagittal axis of themap shown above reveals the spatial distribution of input probability within themolecular layer. Red curve
is a Gaussian fit.
(G) Calculation of MLI convergence onto PCs. Comparison between the cumulative probability plots of input field areas of PCs (black, n = 96) and MLI optical
footprints (red, n = 59) indicates that themedian value (dashed lines) of the input areas is 5.5 times larger than themedian of the optical footprints. This means that
at least five to six interneurons provide inhibitory inputs to a PC.at the boundary between the granule cell layer and the PC layer
(e.g., Figures 3B and 4A). These cases presumably arise from the
42 mm spatial resolution for photostimulation: a light spot posi-
tioned as much as 42 mm into the granule cell layer could still
photostimulate MLIs at the bottom of the molecular layer. In
addition, apparent single-pixel responses could be observed oc-
casionally (e.g., stray blue pixels at the top of Figure 2C1). Given
the size of the MLI optical footprint, these single-pixel responses
are too small to result from photostimulation of MLIs and instead
presumably reflect IPSCs caused by spontaneous action poten-
tial firing in MLIs (Ha¨usser and Clark, 1997). Such IPSCs were
excluded from our analysis of circuit convergence.1604 Cell Reports 7, 1601–1613, June 12, 2014 ª2014 The AuthorsMLI-PC input maps exhibited many common features across
experiments (Figures 2C and 2D). In all cases, the maps were
somewhat noisy, with IPSC amplitude fluctuating substantially
from pixel to pixel, even for adjacent pixels. This presumably
is due to variable transmission at the MLI-PC synapse (Vincent
and Marty, 1996; Pouzat and Hestrin, 1997): peak IPSC
amplitude fluctuated widely even when the light spot was
maintained in a fixed position (Figure S4). Mean IPSC ampli-
tudes also varied for individual experiments, ranging from
approximately 0.1–1 nA, with an overall mean of 156 ± 25 pA
(n = 20). This value is consistent with the size of unitary synaptic
responses observed over the age range we considered
Figure 3. Cerebellar Interneurons Are Electrically Coupled
(A) Two models for the convergence of MLI inputs onto a PC, distinguished
according to the absence (left) or presence (right) of contributions from elec-
trical synapses between MLIs.
(B) Optical footprints of interneurons were reduced by blocking electrical
synapses with MFQ (50 mM). Interneuron responses to light were recorded in
the cell-attached configuration, with an example of a light-evoked action po-
tential illustrated by the yellow trace in the left panel. Bar below trace indicates
light flash timing, and red pixels indicate locations where light evoked action
potentials in the absence (left) and presence (right) of MFQ. ML, molecular
layer; PCL, PC layer; GCL, granule cell layer.
(C) Comparison of optical footprint area of MLIs in control conditions (black)
and in the presence of MFQ (red).
(D) Relationship between optical footprint area and the reduction of footprint
area caused by MFQ treatment. MLIs with the largest optical footprints
showed the largest reductions in optical footprint area in response to MFQ
treatment. Points indicate footprint areas, binned in 2,000 mm2 intervals,
whereas horizontal lines indicate hypothetical trends in the relationship.(P21–P34; Pouzat and Hestrin, 1997). Thus, it appears that at
any single location, the light spot activated a small number of
presynaptic MLIs, perhaps only one, and this evoked IPSCs
of fluctuating amplitudes. In Figure 2D and subsequent
maps, IPSC amplitudes were normalized to the largest IPSC
measured in each experiment to facilitate comparison across
experiments.
IPSCs were evoked over a broad region within the molecular
layer. Most of the input area extended beyond the PC dendrite,
in one direction along the sagittal axis, and is probably due toCactivation of presynaptic basket cells. Input areaswithin the den-
dritic arbor of PCs may represent activation of presynaptic stel-
late cells. To visualize the overall spatial structure of the popula-
tion, we aligned many input maps (n = 39) by using the PC soma
as a fiducial mark and the location of the PC layer to align the
x axis of each 2D map. We then determined the probability of
observing an IPSC in each pixel within each individual map
and averaged these to yield the mean probability map shown
in Figure 2E. When measured along the molecular layer, parallel
to the PC layer, this probability map extended over approxi-
mately 600 mm and was roughly Gaussian in shape, with a
half-width of 250 mm (Figure 2F).
Many of the input field maps consisted of multiple discrete
areas (Figures 2C and 2D), suggesting that they arose from
multiple, dispersed MLIs. To estimate the number of MLIs
converging upon a PC, we calculated the area of the in-
hibitory input field (Figure 2G, black) and compared this to the
optical footprint (Figure 1F) of single photostimulated MLIs
(Figure 2G, red). The median area of inhibitory inputs to a PC
was 3.0 3 104 mm2 (n = 96), which is 5.5 times larger than the
median optical footprint ofMLIs (5.53 103 mm2; n = 59). This ratio
indicates that a minimum of five to six interneurons provide
converging inhibitory inputs to a single PC. After correcting for
the 12% of MLIs that do not express ChR2, this estimate of
MLI convergence rises to seven (see Discussion).
Clustered Electrical Coupling of Cerebellar
Interneurons
The simplest interpretation of our finding that seven MLIs
converge upon a PC is that each MLI forms chemical inhibitory
synapses with the PC (Figure 3A, left). However, it is known
that strong electrical synapses occur between MLIs (Mann-
Metzer and Yarom, 1999; Alcami and Marty, 2013), and these
could electrically couple MLIs and thereby amplify the effects
of a smaller number of direct, chemical inputs (Figure 3A, right).
To distinguish between these two models, we examined the
effects of disrupting electrical synapses: themodel shown in Fig-
ure 3A (right) predicts that such disruption should reduce the
number of converging interneurons and thereby reduce the input
area, whereas the model of Figure 3A (left) predicts little or no
effect.
To inhibit electrical synaptic transmission, we treated slices
with three different gap junction blockers: meclofenamic acid
(MFA) and carbenoxolone (CBX), as general blockers of gap
junctions (Pan et al., 2007), as well as mefloquine (MFQ), which
has been reported to be a more selective blocker of gap junc-
tions containing connexin 36 (Cruikshank et al., 2004). Connexin
36 is thought to be the predominant component of gap junctions
in CNS neurons (Connors and Long, 2004), is found in themolec-
ular layer (Helbig et al., 2010), and is thought tomediate electrical
coupling between MLIs (Alcami and Marty, 2013).
We examined the ability of these compounds to inhibit electri-
cal synaptic transmission between MLIs by examining their
effects on high-frequency ‘‘spikelets,’’ which result from electri-
cal transmission of action potentials between neighboring MLIs
(Mann-Metzer and Yarom, 1999; Alcami and Marty, 2013).
Wide-field photostimulation of MLIs, in the presence of chemical
synapse blockers, produced both photocurrents due toell Reports 7, 1601–1613, June 12, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 1605
Figure 4. Electrical Synapses Contribute to
Inhibitory Input Field of PCs
(A) The area of the inhibitory input field of a PC
(left panel) was reduced by treatment with MFQ
(50 mM; right panel). Pseudocolor scale indicates
the normalized amplitude of light-evoked IPSCs
for each location. Image of dye-filled PC is shown
in white.
(B) Gallery of input field maps measured for 20
different PCs before and after MFQ treatment.
Outlines of input fields measured in control con-
ditions are shown in blue, and those measured in
the same experiments after MFQ treatment are
shown in pink. In every case, MFQ treatment
reduced the area of the input field. White circles
indicate the location of somata of PCs used for
input field determinations.
(C) Time course of changes in the mean area of
inhibitory input field of IPSCs during MFQ (50 mM,
n = 20), CBX (200 mM, n = 18), and MFA (200 mM,
n = 2) treatment. Asterisks indicate time points
where drug treatment caused significant (p <
0.001) reductions. Data represent mean ± SEM.
(D) Time course of changes in the mean amplitude
of IPSCs during MFQ treatment. Although input
field area was significantly reduced by MFQ (C),
IPSC amplitude was not (D). Data represent
mean ± SEM.activation of ChR2 expressed in the neuron as well as spikelets
caused by light-evoked action potentials in other MLIs (Fig-
ure S5A, arrow). These spikelets were eliminated by each gap
junction blocker, indicating that these drugs block electrical syn-
aptic transmission between the MLIs (Figures S5A–S5C, bot-
tom). Because MFA also significantly reduced the excitability
of MLIs, we largely avoided its use. CBX reduced the amplitude
of evoked IPSCs (Figure S6C; Tovar et al., 2009) and increased
PC holding current but did not affect the excitability of MLIs.1606 Cell Reports 7, 1601–1613, June 12, 2014 ª2014 The AuthorsOn the other hand, MFQ had little effect
on the electrical characteristics of MLIs
(Figures S5D–S5G). Its only noticeable
side effect was an increase in the ampli-
tude and frequency of excitatory minia-
ture postsynaptic currents (Figures S5H
and S5I), which was not produced by
CBX orMFA (Figures S5J and S5K; Cruik-
shank et al., 2004). To evaluate the contri-
bution of electrical coupling to MLI
convergence, we relied mainly on MFQ.
Treatment of slices with MFQ (50 mM)
reduced the area over which photostimuli
evoked action potentials in MLIs (Fig-
ure 3B). MFQ reduced the median optical
footprint of MLIs from 5.5 3 103 mm2 (n =
59) to 5.0 3 103 mm2 (n = 18; Figure 3C),
indicating that transmission through elec-
trical synapses contributes to the optical
footprint of MLIs. MFQ selectively
reduced larger optical footprints (thosewith areas >6,000 mm2) while sparing smaller ones (Figure 3C).
This was most evident in a subset of experiments where the op-
tical footprints of the same MLIs were analyzed before and after
MFQ treatment. In these experiments, there was a clear relation-
ship between the size of the optical footprint prior to drug treat-
ment and the reduction caused by MFQ: MLIs with relatively
small optical footprints were largely unaffected by MFQ,
whereas those with larger optical footprints were reduced (Fig-
ure 3D). Our interpretation is that the larger optical footprints
came from clusters of adjacent MLIs connected by electrical
synapses, whereas smaller footprints arose from MLIs that
were not well coupled to other MLIs. Thus, transmission of
spikes through electrical synapses creates local networks of
clustered MLIs.
Blocking Electrical Synapses Reduces Interneuron
Convergence
We next asked whether gap junction blockers affect the organi-
zation of inhibitory circuits betweenMLIs and PCs. MFQ dramat-
ically decreased the area of the inhibitory input field of the PC
shown in Figure 4A. This was a general observation: Figure 4B
shows results from 20 experiments where input fields were
compared before (blue) and during (pink) MFQ treatment. In
every case, the input area was reduced substantially by MFQ.
The area of input fields gradually declined after MFQ treatment
(Figure 4C, left), with this area decreasing by 60% after 30 min
(p < 0.001 compared to pretreatment, ANOVA with Tukey’s
test; n = 20) and then remaining constant. In control conditions,
where the slices were exposed to the DMSO (0.05%) used as a
drug solvent, input field area was constant over the measure-
ment period (Figure 4C, left). CBX similarly reduced input field
area (Figure 4C, center, and Figures S6A and S6B), as did MFA
(Figure 4C, right), indicating that this reduction is due to blockade
of electrical synapses. Together, these results provide strong
evidence that electrical coupling increases the convergence of
MLIs onto PCs, as in the model of Figure 3A (right).
This model also predicts that the loss of gap junctions should
not affect the amplitude of light-evoked IPSCs, which will be
determined only by the strength of the synapses of the MLIs that
directly innervate PCs. Indeed, although MFQ decreased input
area substantially, the mean amplitude of IPSCs evoked within
the input area was not affected by MFQ treatment (Figure 4D;
no significant difference between any group, p = 0.19, ANOVA).
This result thus provides a second line of support for the model.
The model makes two other predictions regarding the kinetics
of the light-evoked IPSCs. It predicts that the latency of the
fastest IPSCs should reflect the kinetics of synaptic transmission
at the synapses of MLIs that directly innervate the PC, whereas
longer latencies should be associated with disynaptic IPSCs
produced by photostimulatingMLIs that do not directly innervate
PCs. Thus, the model predicts that blocking gap junctions
should have little effect on the minimal latency of IPSCs yet
should speed up IPSC time to peak. Both of these predictions
were borne out in experimental measurements: MFQ had little
effect on the latency of IPSCs (Figures 5A and 5B), while
markedly accelerating IPSC time to peak (Figures 5C and 5D).
MFQ treatment caused a small but statistically significant (p <
0.01, paired t test) decrease in the mean value of IPSC initial
latency, with this latency changing from 10.4 ± 0.2 ms in control
conditions to 9.9 ± 0.2 ms in the presence of MFQ (n = 20). This
decrease in latency is due to a slight decrease in the latency of
action potential generation in the presynaptic MLIs, from 9.6 ±
0.6 ms in control conditions to 8.8 ± 0.6 ms in the presence of
MFQ (n = 18), as expected when MLIs are uncoupled. In
contrast, MFQ treatment greatly accelerated IPSC mean time
to peak from 5.6 ± 0.5 ms to 3.3 ± 0.2 ms (n = 20; p < 0.001,
paired t test). As predicted, IPSCs with long times to peakCwere selectively affected, indicating that these are likely to result
from a disynaptic (MLI-MLI-PC) circuit (Figure 5D). This was
particularly evident in spatial maps of IPSC times to peak: in
the example shown in Figure 5C, MFQ caused a selective loss
of the cluster of pixels with long times to peak while sparing
the adjacent cluster with short times to peak. Our interpretation
is that the cluster of pixels with short times to peak represents
photostimulation of MLIs that directly innervate the PC, whereas
those with long times to peak reveal the location of MLIs that are
indirectly coupled via electrical synapses. Consistent with this
interpretation, IPSCs with long times to peak sometimes had
inflections on their rising phase, suggesting delayed disynaptic
inputs, whereas those with rapid times to peak usually did not
(Figure 5E). MFQ treatment preferentially reduced the number
of inflections on slow-rising IPSCs, yielding IPSCs with fast rise
times (Figures 5E and 5F). The reduction in the number of IPSC
inflections after MFQ treatment (Figure 5G) indicates that IPSCs
with slow times to peak and multiple infections were mainly
associated withMLIs connected disynaptically via electrical syn-
apses. In summary, we conclude that electrical coupling in-
creases the convergence of MLIs onto PCs (Figure 3A, right).
Quantifying the Contributions of Electrical and
Chemical Synapses to MLI Convergence
The changes in input field area caused by blockade of electrical
synapses provided two ways to quantify the contribution of elec-
trical coupling to convergence of MLIs onto PCs. First, we exam-
ined the structure of the input fields after treatment with gap
junction blockers. In many experiments (14 out of 38), including
the example shown in Figure 4A, MFQ (and CBX) caused the
input field to fragment into 2 smaller areas, indicating the pres-
ence of at least 2 different presynaptic MLIs. The mean area of
the fragmented input fields was 6.2 ± 0.7 3 103 mm2, which is
not different (p = 0.96, t test) from the mean area of MLI optical
footprints measured after blockade of gap junctions, which
was 6.3 ± 1.2 3 103 mm2. The similarity of these two values indi-
cates that these cases reflect input from just two presynaptic
MLIs whose optical footprints do not overlap.
Next, we used our entire data set to calculate the number of
MLIs converging on a PC in the presence of gap junction
blockers. The median area of input fields measured after block-
ing gap junctions was 8.8 3 103 mm2 (n = 38), whereas the
median optical footprint of single MLIs under similar conditions
was 5.0 3 103 mm2 (n = 18). The ratio of these two values is 1.8
(Figure 6A), indicating that on average, approximately two MLIs
directly converge upon a PC. This is in good agreement with
our observation that gap junction blockers often fragmented
input fields into two parts. Thus, on average, approximately
two MLIs form functional inhibitory synapses with a PC. As
described above, sevenMLIs converge onto a PC in control con-
ditions (Figure 2G), meaning that on average, five MLIs converge
indirectly via electrical synapses, as depicted in Figure 3A (right).
To determine the spatial organization of inputs after electrical
synapses were blocked, we calculated the input probability map
in MFQ-treated slices (Figure 6B, upper; n = 20). Although MFQ
significantly reduced the overall probability of coupling, there
was relatively little change in the width of this distribution (Fig-
ure 6B, lower). Gaussian fits to these data had full-widthsell Reports 7, 1601–1613, June 12, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 1607
Figure 5. Effect of Gap Junction Blockers
on IPSC Kinetics
(A) Map of latency of IPSCs evoked by photo-
stimulation at different locations before (upper
panel) and after (lower panel) MFQ treatment.
Pseudocolor scale (right) indicates the latency of
these IPSCs, with shorter latencies indicated by
hotter colors. Image of dye-filled PC is shown in
white. ML, molecular layer; PCL, PC layer; GCL,
granule cell layer.
(B) Cumulative distribution of IPSC latencies
measured for all locations (n = 20 experiments) in
control conditions (black) and in the presence of
MFQ (red).
(C) Map of time to peak of IPSCs evoked by
photostimulation at different locations measured
before (upper panel) and after (lower panel) MFQ
treatment. Pseudocolor scale (right) indicates
IPSC time to peak, with faster times to peak indi-
cated by hotter colors. Image of dye-filled PC is
shown in white.
(D) Cumulative distribution of IPSC times to peak
measured for all locations (n = 20 experiments) in
control conditions (black) and in the presence of
MFQ (red). IPSC time to peak became significantly
faster after MFQ treatment, with selective loss of
slower responses.
(E) Examples of fast (time to peak <4 ms) and slow
(time to peak >4 ms) IPSCs from the maps of (A)
and (C). Black traces were recorded in control
conditions, whereas the red traces were recorded
in response to photostimulation of the same
location afterMFQ treatment. Slow IPSCs typically
had multiple inflections on their rising phase,
whereas fast IPSCs usually did not. Arrows indi-
cate inflections/peaks on the slow IPSC traces.
After treatment with MFQ, slow IPSCs were pref-
erentially lost.
(F) Histogram of number of inflections/peaks in
fast IPSCs (time to peak <4 ms) and slow IPSCs
(time to peak >4 ms) before (white) and after (red)
MFQ treatment in the subset of experiments
(n = 10 experiments). Compared to fast IPSCs,
slow IPSCs tended to have more inflections, and
those with multiple inflections were more affected
by MFQ treatment.
(G) Changes in the average of number of in-
flections/peaks in fast and slow IPSCs after MFQ
treatment (n = 10 experiments). Con (white) in-
dicates control measurements, whereas MFQ
(red) is after MFQ treatment. MFQ significantly
reduced the number of inflections in IPSCs. Data
represent mean ± SEM.
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Figure 6. Quantification of theContribution of Electrical Synapses to
Interneuron Convergence
(A) Calculation of amount of convergence of interneuron inputs onto a PC, as in
Figure 2G, in control conditions (black) or in the presence of a gap junction
blocker (CBX or MFQ; blue, n = 38). Median area of input fields measured after
blocking electrical synapses (8.83 103 mm2) was almost 3-fold smaller than in
control conditions (3.03 104 mm2) but was 1.8-fold larger than the area of MLI
optical footprints (5.0 3 103 mm2, n = 18) measured in the presence of gap
junction blockers (red). This indicates that MLI circuits providing inhibitory
inputs to a PC consist of roughly two direct chemical synapses with several
additional MLIs converging via electrical synapses.
(B) Upper: spatial distribution of inhibitory inputs (upper panel) measured in the
presence of MFQ, determined as in Figure 2E (n = 20). PC somata are shown in
white, and pseudocolor scale indicates the probability of evoking an IPSC at a
given location. Lower view is a line scan (blue points) along the sagittal axis of
the map shown above reveals that whereas the overall probability of evoking
an IPSCwas significantly reduced after MFQ treatment, there was little change
in the overall spatial distribution of inhibitory inputs in comparison to control
conditions (red points). Continuous curves indicate fits of Gaussian functions.(half-maximum) of 250 mm in control conditions (Figure 6B, red)
and 260 mm in the presence of MFQ (blue). This indicates that
the local circuits of electrically coupled MLIs are distributed
both laterally and medially relative to the MLIs that are directly
connected to PCs by chemical synapses (see Figures S6D–
S6F). Moreover, the observation that the amplitude of IPSCsCwas not significantly changed after blocking gap junctions (Fig-
ure 4D) suggests that the two MLIs directly innervating a PC
are not electrically coupled to each other; if they were coupled,
then both would fire action potentials, leading to larger IPSCs.
Therefore, inhibitory circuits in the cerebellar molecular layer
consist of chemical and electrical synapses that create specific
spatial patterns of convergence onto PCs.
Electrical Coupling Is Spatially Biased
The cerebellum is a highly polarized structure (Palay and Chan-
Palay, 1974), with many cellular elements oriented in either the
sagittal plane (e.g., PC dendrites) or the coronal plane (e.g., par-
allel fibers). Although MLI dendrites are planar and sagittally ori-
ented, their axonal projections enter different planes (Palay and
Chan-Palay, 1974) and can form axo-axonic electrical synapses
with each other (Alcami and Marty, 2013). Thus, it is not clear
whether inhibitory inputs from MLIs to PCs exhibit any spatial
bias. We addressed this by examining local inhibitory circuits at
different planes of section: the cerebellum was sliced at angles
of 30, 60, or 90 relative to the sagittal plane. In the coronal
plane (90), MLI input fields were narrower and located closer
to PCs in comparison to input fields in the sagittal plane (Figures
7A and 7D). Intermediate planes of section yielded input fields of
intermediate properties, with thewidth of the averaged inputmap
reduced with increasing angle (Figures 7B and 7C). This is ex-
pected if molecular layer inhibitory circuits are mainly organized
in the sagittal plane: in coronal slices, connected MLIs will lie
on top of each other and will be orthogonal to the surface of the
slice.Consistentwith this interpretation, in coronal slices,MLI op-
tical footprints (Figure S7A) were similar in shape and size to the
input fields measured in PCs (Figures 7A and 7D). In sum, our re-
sults indicate that inhibitory circuits in the molecular layer are
sagittally organized, as are thedendrites of thepostsynaptic PCs.
To examine the organization of electrical synapses between
MLIs, the effects of MFQ were compared at each orientation.
Remarkably, the effect of blocking electrical synapses de-
pended upon the orientation of the plane of section: whereas
MFQ produced a prominent reduction in the input area in sagittal
slices, as described above, it had virtually no effect in coronal
slices (Figures 7D and 7E). Slices from intermediate planes of
section showed intermediate effects of MFQ. Quantification re-
vealed that the degree of block by MFQ depends upon the plane
of section, with no significant effect observed in coronal slices
(Figure 7F). As was the case for sagittal slices, in coronal slices,
MFQ hastened IPSC time to peak (Figures S7B and S7C). These
results indicate that electrical transmission between MLIs is
spatially biased: whereas electrical coupling is prominent in the
sagittal plane, it is absent in the coronal plane. Our conclusions
regarding the spatial organization of MLI synaptic circuitry are
diagrammed in Figure 7G.
DISCUSSION
We used an optogenetic approach to map local inhibitory cir-
cuits in the cerebellar cortex. In addition to providing information
about the functional organization of the inhibitory circuits be-
tween MLIs and PCs, our results also revealed the organization
of electrical synapses between MLIs.ell Reports 7, 1601–1613, June 12, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 1609
Figure 7. Electrical Coupling between Interneurons Is Spatially Biased
(A) Averaged probability maps of IPSC input fields measured in cerebellar slices cut at different angles; 0 and 90 indicate data from sagittal and coronal slices,
respectively. PC somata are shown in white. ML, molecular layer; PCL, PC layer. Sample sizes are 0 (39), 30 (12), 60 (10), and 90 (14).
(B) Line scans (black) across the widths of the averaged probability maps shown in (A) reveal that the spatial distribution of presynaptic MLI inputs varies
according to the angle of slicing. Data are fit to Gaussian functions (red curves).
(C) Relationship between slicing angle and widths of IPSC probability maps. Width was calculated as the full width at half-maximum for Gaussian fits to the line
scans shown in (B) and decreased as the slicing angle was increased.
(legend continued on next page)
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Ourmappingwas based on focal photostimulation of cerebellar
MLIs expressing ChR2 (Wang et al., 2007; Petreanu et al., 2007).
With this approach, we could establish the spatial organization of
circuits with higher cellular specificity than possible with mapping
via glutamate uncaging (Callaway andKatz, 1993) andwithgreater
speedcompared topairedelectrophysiological recordings (Mann-
Metzer and Yarom, 1999). Photostimulus intensity was carefully
controlled (‘‘minimal photostimulation’’) to restrict suprathreshold
activation to regions near MLI cell bodies (Figure 1E) because
spatial resolution is degraded appreciably bymore intense photo-
stimulation (FigureS3A;Schoenenberger et al., 2008) or by the use
of larger light spots (Cruikshank et al., 2010). Future use of two-
photon excitation could further improve spatial resolution, particu-
larly in the z axis (Rickgauer and Tank, 2009).
Functional Organization of Local Inhibitory Circuits
The improvement in throughput associated with our technique
allowed us to analyze many input field maps and thereby provide
a quantitative description of the spatial organization of this cir-
cuit. By comparing the optical footprint for photostimulation of
singleMLIs with the size of the input field where photostimulation
evoked IPSCs in postsynaptic PCs, we estimated that six MLIs
converge onto a single PC. Because approximately 12% of
MLIs do not express ChR2, this reflects a convergence ratio of
approximately seven; thus, we conclude that at least seven
MLIs converge on a PC. This is in line with previous anatomical
estimates of six to ten basket cells innervating a PC (Palay and
Chan-Palay, 1974; Vincent et al., 1992) and functional estimates
of five to nine MLIs converging on a PC (Ha¨usser and Clark,
1997; Park et al., 2012), though we consider our determination
to be more precise because we obtained both structural and
functional information together and also could take into account
the contribution of electrical synapses between MLIs.
Our analysis provides quantitative information about the
spatial organization of functional circuits. Individual maps usually
revealed some inputs arising from within the dendritic arbor of
the PC, with others observed laterally more than 300 mm away
from the PC soma. Although a given input field was usually
skewed toward one side of the PC dendrites (Figures 2C and
2D), on average, the distribution was symmetrical and spread
approximately 300 mm in each direction (Figures 2E and 2F).
This is comparable to the length of 250–350 mm reported for
axonal arbors of MLIs (Gao et al., 2006). This information will
allow construction of more realistic computational models of
the role of local inhibitory circuits in information processing.
Spatial Coordination of Interneurons via Electrical
Synapses
Gap junctions were first observed between MLIs by electron
microscopy (Sotelo and Llina´s, 1972), studies that were later(D) Representative maps of IPSC input fields measured in slices cut at different
(E) Effect of MFQ treatment on maps of input fields measured for the same expe
(F) Relationship between slicing angle and the reduction of input field area produc
The extent to which the area of the inhibitory input field was reduced by MFQ tre
coronal slices. Data represent mean ± SEM.
(G) Diagram of the deduced spatial organization of circuits between MLIs (gree
coordinate interneurons only in the sagittal plane.
Cextended by demonstration of electrical and dye coupling of
MLIs (Mann-Metzer and Yarom, 1999). Simultaneous recordings
from pairs of neighboring MLIs have revealed that 40% of all MLI
pairs are electrically coupled (Mann-Metzer and Yarom, 1999;
Alcami andMarty, 2013). The coupling coefficient between these
neurons is variable but has a mean value of 0.12, which is some-
what higher than that reported for other interneuron networks
(Galarreta and Hestrin, 2001). As expected for electrical synap-
ses with a coupling coefficient greater than 0.1 (Long et al.,
2004), when photostimulating multiple MLIs we observed
spikelets (Figures S5A–S5C) that presumably arise from action
potentials in coupled MLIs (Mann-Metzer and Yarom, 1999;
Alcami and Marty, 2013). MLIs are spontaneously active, and
their resting membrane potential therefore is close to action
potential threshold; this allows the small depolarization associ-
ated with spikelets to reach threshold and generate action
potentials, thereby causing synchronous firing of MLIs (Mann-
Metzer and Yarom, 1999; Hormuzdi et al., 2004).
The substantial electrical coupling betweenMLIs also plays an
important role in the spatial organization of MLI circuits because
blockade of electrical synapses reduced the optical footprint of
MLIs (Figure 3C) and the size of MLI input fields onto PCs (Fig-
ures 4, 6, and 7). This was not due to drug side effects because
(1) three different blockers had similar effects (Figure 4C); (2) the
effects of MFQ on MLI optical footprints were selective for cells
with large footprints (Figures 3C and 3D); (3) the effect of MFQ on
input field area was only observed in sagittal slices, but not in
coronal slices (Figure 7F); (4) MFQ treatment did not alter MLI
electrical properties (Figures S5D–S5G); and (5) similar effects
are observed in connexin 36 knockout mice (Alcami and Marty,
2013).
The reduction in MLI optical footprints by gap junction
blockers (Figure 3D) indicates that there are local clusters of
MLIs connected by electrical synapses. Because the effects of
the blockers depend upon optical footprint size, these clusters
apparently are heterogeneous, with someMLIs being connected
to multiple partners, whereas others are solitary. Thus, electrical
transmission extends the spatial range of activation of MLIs and
has similar effects in neighboring Golgi cells (Vervaeke et al.,
2012).
Disruption of MLI clusters reduced the area of the presynaptic
input field of PCs (Figures 4A and 4B), indicating that electrical
coupling between MLIs broadens the spatial convergence of
local inhibitory synaptic inputs. Our quantitative analysis sug-
gested that an average of two spatial domains, each consisting
of clusters of three to four electrically coupled MLIs, provide in-
dividual chemical inputs to a PC (Figure 3A, right). These conclu-
sions are consistent with recent electrophysiological results
suggesting that each MLI is electrically coupled to one to four
other MLIs (Alcami and Marty, 2013). Thus, spatial coordinationangles. In all cases, images of dye-filled PCs are shown in white.
riments shown in (D).
ed by MFQ treatment. Sample sizes are 0 (20), 30 (12), 60 (10), and 90 (14).
atment decreased with increasing slicing angle, with MFQ having no effect in
n) and PCs (pink). Electrical synapses between MLIs are biased and spatially
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of MLIs via electrical synapses increases spatial convergence by
amplifying the effect of the limited number of MLIs providing
direct inhibitory drive to PCs. This extends to the brain observa-
tions that retinal electrical synapses enhance convergence of
presynaptic neurons onto their postsynaptic targets (Bloomfield
and Vo¨lgyi, 2009). Because transmission at electrical synapses
can be modulated by neurotransmitters and other signals (Hat-
ton, 1998; McCracken and Roberts, 2006), it is possible that
the spatial coordination of MLIs via electrical synapses is
dynamically controlled to fine-tune the amount and location of
convergence.
Spatially Biased Electrical Coupling between
Interneurons
Slices cut in different orientations allowed us to reconstruct
the 3D organization of electrical connections between MLIs.
Although blocking electrical synapses had a large effect on input
field area in sagittal slices, no such effect was observed in coro-
nal slices (Figures 7E and 7F). This indicates that electrical syn-
apses between MLIs are spatially biased and oriented in the
sagittal plane (Figure 7G). This remarkable feature has escaped
detection by anatomical observations, though it is consistent
with the experiment in Figure 5A of Mann-Metzer and Yarom
(1999), suggesting that tracer-coupled MLIs are found mainly
in the sagittal plane. After our paper was accepted, a paper by
Rieubland et al. (2014) appeared and also concludes that electri-
cal synapses between MLIs are biased in the sagittal plane and
serve to create clusters of coupled MLIs.
The spatial bias of electrically coupled MLI networks may be
important for local information processing in the cerebellar cor-
tex. It appears that electrical synapses, in conjunction with the
trajectory of MLI axons, determine the spatial range of lateral in-
hibition, which is thought to play an important role in shaping the
temporal and spatial pattern of PC activation (Cohen and Yarom,
2000; Dunbar et al., 2004; Mittmann et al., 2005). The presence
of electrically coupled clusters of MLIs in the sagittal plane will
allow stronger inhibition to occur across the entire width of the
PC dendritic tree (Figure 7G), thereby ensuring a precise pattern
of synaptic inhibition in response to distinct patterns of parallel
fiber input. Furthermore, the absence of electrical coupling in
the coronal plane allows for discontinuous inhibition of PCs
along a parallel fiber beam (Bower, 2010), as has been observed
in response to sensory stimuli (Gao et al., 2006).
In conclusion, although it is well established that electrical
synapses play an important role in temporally synchronizing
neuronal activity (Mann-Metzer and Yarom, 1999; Beierlein
et al., 2000), proposals that groups of electrically coupled neu-
rons can create spatial compartments have received relatively lit-
tle attention (Sotelo andLlina´s, 1972;Galarreta andHestrin, 2001;
Rela and Szczupak, 2004). Three of our results make clear that
electrical synapses play an important role in spatial coordination
of interneurons in the cerebellar cortex: (1) clustering of adjacent
MLIs via electrical synapses; (2) a remarkable bias in the spatial
organizationof electrical synapses inMLI networks; and (3) the in-
fluence of these networks on convergence of synaptic inhibition.
Given thewidespreadoccurrenceof electrical synapsesbetween
interneurons throughout the brain, spatial coordination of inter-
neurons may be a very general function for electrical synapses.1612 Cell Reports 7, 1601–1613, June 12, 2014 ª2014 The AuthorsEXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
For further details, see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Animals
BAC transgenic mice expressing ChR2 under the control of the nNOS pro-
moter were generated. All procedures were conducted according to the Insti-
tutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines of the Biopolis Biological
Resource Center, Duke University, Korea Institute of Science and Technology,
and the Marine Biological Laboratory.
Anatomy and Immunohistochemistry
Mice (P21, P31, and P150) were perfused transcardially with 4% paraformal-
dehyde, and brains were cryosectioned into sagittal slices followed by staining
with monoclonal mouse anti-GAD67 (1:1,000; Chemicon) and Alexa 555-con-
jugated goat anti-mouse antibody (1:200; Invitrogen). Sections were imaged
with an epi-fluorescence microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti) or a confocal micro-
scope (Zeiss LSM510 META).
Brain Slice Recording
Cerebellar sections were prepared as previously described (Lee et al., 2010),
andwhole-cell patch-clamp recordingsweremade at room temperature. Elec-
trical responses were acquired via a Multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular
Devices) with Digidata 1440A interface (Molecular Devices).
Photostimulation and Analysis
Photostimulation was accomplished as previously described by Wang et al.
(2007). In brief, for wide-field excitation, slices were exposed to blue light
(465–495 nm) from a mercury arc lamp. For high-speed circuit mapping, pho-
tostimulation was done with a laser-scanning microscope (FV1000MPE;
Olympus) equipped with 325 NA 1.05 (Olympus XLPlan N) water-immersion
objectives lens. A 510 3 510 mm area of the slice was scanned with a
405 nm laser spot (4 ms duration) in a 323 32 array of pixels, yielding a scan-
ning interval of 16 mm. The laser spot was scanned in a pseudorandom
sequence, to avoid photostimulation of adjacent pixels, while cellular
responses were simultaneously measured in cell-attached or whole-cell
patch-clamp recordings. Mapping data were analyzed with custom software
to produce the synaptic input maps and averaged probability maps. Data
are expressed as mean ± SEM.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
seven figures, and one table and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2014.04.047.
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